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Abstract: In his paper, "Empathy versus Abstraction in Twentieth-Century German and Russian Aesthetics," Thorsten Botz-Bornstein argues that Alexander Koyré has shown how the crisis of belief initiated by Bacon, Montaigne, Pascal, and Descartes made that "man lost his place in the world." The German term *Einfühlung* (empathy) played an important role in the transformation of the relationship between the person and his/her world at the moment when modern science began to emerge. Botz-Bornstein examines the conceptual links between empathy and *Verfremdung* (in Russian *ostranenie*), and style by showing how German and Russian literary critics of the 1910s attempted to retrieve the world with the help of these concepts. Among these theorists were Wilhelm Worringer, Adolf Hildebrand, Oskar Sievers and Russian Formalists such as Victor Shklovsky and Boris Ejxenbaum. Botz-Bornstein retracts the concept of *Einfühlung* from Schleiermacher through Theodor Lipps to positivism and he also reconsiders the Oskar Walzel's theory of aesthetics. Botz-Bornstein argues that a later generation of formalists managed to retrieve the world not in the form of a presence but of a trace or some other kind of elusive, dynamic structure, or style. The stylizing effect of *ostranenie* in *skaz*, for example, lets elements of "oral speech" shine through as a kind of "absent structure."
In the seventeenth century the person loses not only his/her central place in the world but also the world itself. Alexander Koyré has shown how the crisis of belief incited by Bacon, Montaigne, Pascal, and Descartes made that "man ... lost his place in the world ... lost the world itself that offered him right to his existence and the object of his knowledge, and had to modify not only his fundamental conceptions but even the structures of his thought" (Du Monde clos... 10). According to Koyré, the world is lost, but it will be replaced. Man will exchange the lost center of his emotional and intellectual life with an abstract center which he still calls "God" or "Absolute Being." This center is not physical (not part of the "real" world) but metaphysical, that is, alienated from "real" world we are living in. The metaphysical God is abstract. The history of philosophy shows that the power of this abstract God is not infinite and that the new, abstract center cannot last forever. Newton's worldview and the work of modern science allow any centralized universe to appear as an idealistic illusion. Finally, one finds that the "world" as a calculable object of science cannot have a "human" center. The scientific world is "another world" which does not overlap with the everyday world of human beings. "Newton," Koyré writes in his Newtonian studies, "split our world in two [by] substituting our world of quality ... in which we live, and love, and die, by another world in which there is no place for man" (Newtonian Studies 23-24). Once again, man has lost his world. This time, however, it can be replaced by neither an idea nor by something concrete. The state of affairs resulting from this situation is often characterized as one of the estrangement of man from his world. Ilya Prigogine and Isabelle Stengers wrote that the "real world" (meaning the world of science) has become "estranged" and "utterly divorced from the world of life" (36).

We note that in the situation described by Koyré estrangement exists as a general condition transcending the purely socio-economical domain. Karl Marx, who borrowed the term Entfremdung ( estrangement) from Hegel's philosophy of the law, drew attention for the first time to a degeneration of modern society by using this term in the sense of psychological alienation. According to Marx, Entfremdung appears there where the producers can no longer identify themselves and their own objectives with the products they produce. In a Marxian context, Entfremdung is not meant to reveal a general cultural crisis produced by increasing scientification of the world but, rather, the estrangement of the individual from society through industrialized production processes. The individual will be estranged because society has lost its historical mission of producing a world that is adequate to human conditions. The fact that man (I am referring here to both genders) sees the scientific, modern world as something "estranged" means that he/she has difficulty establishing any personal links with this world. His/her particularly human thoughts, ideas, and feelings are no longer reflected by this world which claims to be "real." There is no "feeling" and certainly no "empathy" as a possible relationship between individuals and the world of science. The meaning of Einfühlung is that of identification with another’s situation or motives. In any case, it is not just "feeling." Although Monroe C. Beardsley still defines the philosophy of empathy as a philosophy trying to propagate the idea "that human feelings are projected onto inanimate objects" (380), in fact, the concept of Einfühlung in the history of German aesthetics represents something ambiguous and complex (on this, see, e.g., see Morgan). By observing the development which transformed a world where Einfühlung was possible into a world of alienation (Entfremdung), we come across a notion which occupied, in fact, a central position in the theory of aesthetics at exactly the time when this shift took place. This is the notion of "alienation," Verfremdung in German and ostranenie in Russian. There is a link between Verfremdung and Entfremdung but it would be hasty to say that Entfremdung is produced by acts of Verfremdung. The world's Entfremdung has not been brought about by man through any conscious acts of Verfremdung. It has not been imposed directly upon the world by man in the same way he would impose a certain aesthetic form or a certain "style" on the world he is living in. As Koyré has shown, modern science did not change an already existing world by alienating it from its original state, but, rather, separated the human world from its own realm declaring that this scientific world should be considered as the only "real" world. The production of the estranged world is thus not due to an act of Verfremdung but to an act of creation.

One of the most influential books in the theory of aesthetics of the early twentieth century is Wilhelm Worringer's Abstraktion und Einfühlung (1959 [1908]). In this work, Worringer develops an aesthetic conception for which all art is divided into two categories: one which is due to an act of Einfühlung and one which is due to an act of abstraction. Worringer's understanding of these terms is special at least on one point: Einfühlung is seen as the active re-experiencing of another object but
requires a particular condition. *Einfühlung* can only take place as long as the individual possesses a "happy pantheistical relationship of confidence" ("glückliches pantheistisches Vertrauensverhältnis," Worringer 48) towards the world he/she is living in. Here, Worringer re-states a view which corresponds with the traditional understanding of *Einfühlung* as an "Einsfühlung" (felt unity) which was already current in German Humanism. Herder, for example, describes *Einfühlung* as a "happy making pan-psychic symbiosis with ingenious nature" (beglückende panpsychische Einsfühlung mit der sinnreichen Natur") (see Perpeet 398; see also Morgan, who draws attention to Johannes Volkelt’s [1848-1930] concept of a "romantic fusion with nature"). Worringer says that only the person who identifies with the world can also re-experience it and this has one decisive consequence: while re-experiencing the world, a person re-experiences himself/herself since what he/she finds in the re-experienced object is always a projection of his/her own self. In this sense, Worringer claims, the act of *Einfühlung* is an act of self-affirmation (*Selbstbejahung*). The contrary of *Einfühlung* is abstraction. Abstraction consists in the act of choosing, among a variety of characteristics that an object can have, certain qualities and to negate others. Through abstraction, the object will no longer be "itslf," concretely and immediately, but be represented by something "different" to which it can be linked only with the help of reflection. For Worringer, abstraction takes place when man feels discomfort and disquietude (*Beunruhigung*) in his/her world. This "disquietude" is due to a loss of a (pantheistical) centre, a loss which lets the individual perceive the world as an arbitrary constellation of forces and appearances. The person who feels uncomfortable in his/her world wants to establish a quiet centre (*Ruhepunkt*) by abstracting the disordered objects from their natural forms and contexts. He/she finds the world’s lawful and necessary order in the form of an abstraction. The abstraction effectuated on the world is certainly an act of *Verfremdung*. Unlike *Einfühlung*, abstraction is not an affirmation of the self, but an affirmation of the other, of a purely abstract quantity which is neither "my self" nor somewhere "in my self." It is an affirmation of "the strange," of das Fremde which does not come from here and not even from elsewhere: it exists all alone and only for itself.  

Although the concept of *Einfühlung* was treated theoretically by several philosophers throughout the nineteenth century, the real aesthetics of *Einfühlung* was developed mainly by Theodor Lipps and his followers. Lipps’s aesthetics represents the culminating point of subjectivist philosophy. Subjectivist philosophy holds that aesthetic examination should not focus on the object but on the subject of understanding; for an empathizing subjectivist it is not the form of the aesthetic object but the disposition of the contemplator which constitutes the most decisive moment in human understanding. Lipps focuses on the immediacy of a certain "feeling" that is produced in aesthetic experience, a feeling which directly communicates an ideal contents of an aesthetic work: "I do not only represent the ideal 'I' [of an artist], but I have or 'live' (erlebe) it in the aesthetic object. This also causes a heightening of the emotional effect. My feeling towards this ideal 'I' is not only real, but also has the immediacy and the force which follow necessarily from this particular aesthetic reality of the ideal 'I'" (368; unless indicated otherwise, all translations are mine). However, the immediacy (Unmittelbarkeit) of aesthetic understanding which is supposed to be produced through *Einfühlung* is suspicious. If, as Lipps suggests, perception always goes "through" the subjective mind of the contemplator, this means that the object of aesthetic contemplation is never perceived as it "really is:" it is always *verfremdet* through the subjectivity of the perceiver. This means that *Einfühlung* and *Verfremdung* are not opposed to each other but that *Einfühlung* always implies a moment of *Verfremdung*. And the same must be true for Worringer’s opposition of empathy and abstraction. Worringer depicts the entire history of art as an activity shifting between these two aesthetic principles. However, he neglects that neither of the two principles can appear independent of the other. An *Einfühlung* which re-experiences an object always abstracts from this object since the object will not enter "directly" into the contemplator’s mind. At the moment, however, aesthetics actually tries to make a clear decision in favor of one or the other conception, and it must face a radical consequence: it stops being aesthetics. This happened with positivism (positivism is identified here in the first place with the philosophical thinking of Auguste Comte who developed methods to understand the world with the help of scientific methods, thus annulling the difference between the natural and social sciences and the humanities). In positivism we observe how the radicalism of the choice -- which declares itself to be on the side of one extreme -- renders it so difficult to say which extreme it has finally chosen. When the positivist claims that we can perceive any appearance with the "innocence of newborn children" (Hildebrand 15) the question is: does the positivist suggest here an aesthetics of radical *Einfühlung* or of radical abstraction? As a matter of fact, the suggestion encompasses both, as becomes clear in Lipps. What Lipps calls "positive ästhetische *Einfühlung*" ("positive aesthetic empathy") lays the ground for an abstracting aesthetical approach.

This is also a more or less clear-cut outline of later positivism which appears as a curious fusion of
Einfühlung and abstraction. Outer appearances that enter the mind of the empathizing positivist in an "unfiltered" way represent abstractions of the world (they need to be "abstract" if the "purity" of the Einfühlung shall be guaranteed). We recognize that Einfühlung and abstraction are two overlapping extremes of one and the same philosophical system. Positivism, while looking for an alternative of a subjectivist Einfühlung, remained particularly close to the very concept it was combating. An alternative, powerful enough to twist philosophy out of the process of eternal inversions of the system abstraction-Einfühlung, arises only in post-positivist philosophy. The concept of Einfühlung intermingles with the concept of abstraction on the most basic level. The fact that a "pure" Einfühlung is impossible is recognized by post-romantic philosophy, particularly during a phase in which subjectivism was weakened but not yet re-established by positivism. At moments where subjectivist ideas were confronted with the "irrational" phenomenon of the hermeneutic circle, one created an "undermined," ambiguous concept of Einfühlung. Schleiermacher continues to believe in the validity of subjectivist judgments even after having considered hermeneutic questions. However, for Schleiermacher the concept of Einfühlung stops being a purely subjectivist Einfühlung. Schleiermacher finds that creativity is hermeneutically circular because a creating artist has "also seen the single first, then proceeding to the general" (104). Every interpreter of a work of art needs to duplicate the creative process of the artistic production by following the development from the general to the individual. In the end, Einfühlung moves from a passive re-experiencing activity to an active process of "reconstruction" which Schleiermacher calls "nachbilden." Schleiermacher's successor, Dilthey, develops the reconstructive tendency. Dilthey calls Schleiermacher's Nachbilderei (recreation) Nachkonstruiererei (reconstruction): "The way humanities encounter reality in human history is not a copy of a reality which exists outside humanities. Such a reality cannot be established by knowledge (Erkennen), but only be felt (nachfühlen), reconstructed (nachkonstruieren)" (8). In German aesthetics, Dilthey's ideas -- as well as those of classical hermeneutics -- remain present. However, if we compare the writings of Hildebrand, Wölflin, and Walzel with the ideas of German aesthetics from Schleiermacher to Lipps, we notice that aesthetics lost its innocence. It lost its innocence by going through a movement by which Dilthey was deeply affected: positivism. Positivism's intention was to leave behind the entire hermeneutic heritage and to define the act of understanding as an act of Einfühlung as direct as scientifically controllable.

Hildebrand postulates that we always already have a certain idea of the Dasein (existence) of a certain object. However, it is not enough to consider the individual event in a general context because these general ideas might be conventionalized and standardized conceptions of the world. This does not mean that the general is false in any case (as it is for empiricists) but the main fallacy consists in the fact that "the general" can be "dead." If our "generalization" of individual facts and events follows only the standardized rules of the conventional, the process of Einfühlung will never lead to a living experience but only reaffirm a banalized, official image of the world. Hildebrand asks for a Verfremdung of the context of an object contemplated and sees this Verfremdung as a necessary pre-condition for a successful Einfühlung. With Hildebrand's ideas, pronounced at the beginning of the modern age, we are confronted with a paradoxical constellation of Entfremdung and Verfremdung. The modern world of technology is not entfremdet (alienated in the first order) from the individual because it has been verfremdet (alienated in the second order). Entfremdung appeared exactly at that moment when the contact between humanity and the world was too direct, when it was reduced to a pure Einfühlung. More precisely, the "happy and pantheistical confidence relationship" which, according to Worringer, still used to be the basis of every act of Einfühlung has not been abolished but it has been re-described in positivism by means of abstract concepts. Einfühlung has become a pure abstraction to the extent that technology has become a second nature; and this is the real Entfremdung. For Worringer (as for Vassily Kandinsky, who, in his Concerning the Spiritual in Art drew on Worringer [see Rickey 25]), this became particularly obvious in art. In general, "art had ceased to have the power to change people's lives or even to speak to the in meaningful terms" (Gluck 154). The real, concrete world is lost but another set of scholars will attempt to retrieve it. To understand this we will first have to analyze more closely the theory of Verfremdung and its German and Russian interactions.

If we want to understand the concept of Verfremdung with all its theoretical and philosophical implications, we need to examine the aesthetic theory were it was developed: Russian Formalism. Russian Constructivist art (one of the artistic branches of the Formalist/Futurist movement) was exposed to the influence of Worringer's Abstraktion and Einfühlung and the most prominent constructivist artist, Gabo, appreciated Worringer's ideas (like many others, Gabo has probably been confronted with Worringer's thoughts via Kandinsky). The relationship of the Russian Formalists with positivism, on the other hand, is ambiguous. For example, René Wellek is convinced that the Russian Formalists "were
positivists with a scientific, almost technological ideal of literary scholarship. Their concept of form seems to make it a sum of relations between elements. Though their tools were immeasurably finer, they returned to the old rhetorical formalism" (67). The initial activities of the OPOJAZ group (the main group f thinkers who developed early Russian Formalism), were to a large extent inspired by the anti-positivist fashion that had existed earlier in Europe. Still, because of the scientific character of the whole Formalist tradition, many scholars will be disinclined to identify Russian Formalism with an extension of Western anti-positivism. Things look different when one traces back the Formalist ideas to one of their main sources of western inspiration, to Oskar Walzel. Walzel was -- similar to Eduard Sievers and Franz Saran -- an honorary member of the St. Petersburg State Institute for the History of Arts, an institution which was crucial for the development of OPOJAZ. Walzel studied Worringer's ideas and recognized, like Hildebrand, the link between an all too radical concept of *Einfühlung* (which he found "impressionistic") and positivism. About positivism he writes: "But the one who binds his hands by declaring that only the point of view of the unique and of re-experience be valid, will stop at the factual exterior and can only produce incoherent data" (19). Impressionism wanted to paint nature "as it really is" but "by annulling all representations, impressionism borders on positivism" (58). Positivism and impressionism are linked through a circular shortcut. Attempts of escaping the circle will only invert the system. For Walzel, Expressionism is a typical example of such an inversion when he asks: "Is not Expressionism only a symptom of the return that I have taken as a point of departure? Tired of the imitation of nature, the artist looks for the essence of that notion of form from which the 19th century had almost been estranged" (73). The links between Walzel, the German intellectual environment surrounding him, and the Russian Futurists are not based on speculation. Walzel's book *Die künstlerische Form des Dichtwerks* was translated into Russian by Viktor Zhirmunsky, one of the most prominent representatives of the Russian Formalist tradition. Although Walzel's conception of the literary work turned out to be incompatible with later Formalist ideas on literature, his influence remained decisive. Equally influential were the ideas of Walzel's colleagues, Sievers and Saran, whose *Ohrenphilologie* (the philology of hearing) inspired Futurist experiments with unexpected phonetic aspects of a thing (Shklovsky) and Ejezenbaum adopted elements of Sievers identification of melodies with intonation (see Steiner 200).

Futurism materialized some of Walzel's most fundamental ideas, whose new theory of interpretation refused impressionism, expressionism as well as positivism and radically negated all philosophical variations of Romantic *Einfühlung*. Futurism fulfils this project by refusing Romantic mysticism which, at that time, was prominent in the form of "bourgeois impressionism" (see Trotzky's "Majakovsky and Russian Futurism" qtd. in Erlich 169) and the scientific mysticism of the positivists. Futurist poetry, literature, and poetics move away from impressionist symbolism and all other concepts which try to make man re-experience the world through more or less sophisticated forms of *Einfühlung*. They do this by developing the concept of *Verfremdung* (ostranenie). Another way to express this is to say that in Futurism, the device of *ostranenie* is supposed to give the world back to the individual by putting him/her back into the world's centre. The Cubo-Futurist Alexei Kruchenkh wrote: "Our new devices teach a new understanding of the world, shattering the impoverished constructions of Plato, Kant, and other 'idealists,' where man stood not at the centre of the universe, but behind the fence" (75). "Conventional" art is based on "re-experience" or "co-experience" and this is the reason why it has moved away from the "real world." The twenty-two-year-old Sergei Eisenstein strolls through St. Petersburg and suddenly recognizes that "art" (theatre) enables man to co-experience great emotions fictitiously, to feel a hero like Franz Moor fictitiously. He concludes by saying that this "infernal mechanics" is "downright dangerous" (Eisenstein in Taylor 13). Real art, Futurist art and film, should give man not fictions, but the world.

The Futurists are opposed to their predecessors and last "idealists," the symbolists. They no longer aim to grasp the "world" in the form of its "essence" through the device of the symbol as is recommended, for example, by the symbolist Dimitry Merezhkovsky. Strictly speaking, the world is lost and there is no way of getting it back, at least not "directly" in the form of an idea or an abstract symbol. There is, however, a way of putting the individual back into the centre of the world: he/she has fallen out of the world not because the world has been removed from him/her and is now "elsewhere;" on the contrary, the world is lost because it is too close to humanity. This is the world that we encounter in everyday life and which is constituted by the functional laws of our routinized, modern life of technology. Humanity can get back the world neither by trying to re-experience it, nor by using the more sophisticated device of changing the relationship between the individual and the world into a symbolic contact of hints and gestures. For Futurists and Formalists, the source of *Entfremdung* of the individual from his/her world is different. Roman Jakobson said (under Husserlian influence) that the main
problem of estrangement is that the connection between signans and signum is too automatized (see Pomorska 36). Within this automatization, the act of symbolization takes place on standardized, worn-out rails that preexist between the symbolizer and the symbolized object. Instead of accepting their preexistence, we should always recreate them ourselves anew every time we attempt to "see" the world. The discovery of the world through the individual, through his/her vision and from his/her point of view is supposed to take place through a disinstitutionalization of the symbolizing relationship between the individual and the world. For Futurists, the world needs to be verfremdet in order to be felt again as a "world." Ostranenie, as Shklovsky said, makes "the stone stony" again (Shklovsky, Theory of Prose 6). The problem is that the destruction of the habitual logic of associations (Shklovsky) can adopt a logical character itself. When Kruchenykh spoke of transrational language as a language which, opposed to all rules of common life, follows its own rules," one must ask if these rules will not also become "common" one day (see Kruchenik). This means that Futurism created rules by refusing them which is the reason why, in the end, its aesthetics, by following rules as technical devices, adopted a very technical character.

Benedetto Croce described Futurism as a project that would necessarily "run out of contents" because its stubborn anti-historicist would turn it into a heartbeat aesthetics of technical devices: "While the futurist, like the utopian, pretends to skip over history and, like the latter, pretends to found a new society on paper, the former then creates a new poetry only out of pretension; just as the utopian is unable to find a new rule, the futurist is unable to find the new rhythm which would truly be a rhythm and not merely the tortured calculation of an arhythmic rhythm" (7-8). Futurists did not find the "real rhythm" of aesthetic expression but produced, by "smashing the rhythms" (Wellek 263), a rhythm with an artificially constructed style. Futurists did not produce style but followed grammatical, abstract rules. For Futurists and Formalists, style was not the style of the world (present or past) but the abstract, utopian style of the future, which we perceive when we separate art from byt (byt, this un-translatable Russian word signifies the "conventional" as well as "life," the everyday life to which Futurist art opposes itself). In other words, Futurism did not want to derive the future from the past but to create the future out of nothing. The idea of "stylization" (which is always stylization of something historically existing) was, from the beginning, out of the question. Formalism and Futurism refused to consider expressive style of individuals and, as said Jakobson, "disguised the 'ego' of the lyric poet under a pseudonym" (280). For formalists, style is merely general; it is not a style expressing an individual Weltanschauung. This is one more reason why with Formalism the "world" is once again lost. In Futurism and Formalism, the concept of Einfühlung was supposed to be overcome without turning into an abstract, scientific concept of positivist Einfühlung. However, the Formalist project which sees the world through ostranenie bears no "philosophical" input: the "structure" of the world that we discover when we see the world as a constellation of devices is a purely formal phenomenon and involves no existential and ontological questions. This implies the separation of Formalist ideas from Walzel's conception of artistic form. According to Walzel, "form" is dependent on what he calls "spiritual presuppositions" which are not embraced by a redescription of form through Kunstgriffe (plural of "device of artistry"); Kunstgriff is the German translation for the Russian priëm "device"). Ostranenie combated Einfühlung successfully in the anti-positivist way that Walzel had recommended. However, the philosophy of ostranenie never reached the all-encompassing, existential level that Einfühlung, with its classical heritage aiming at the establishment of a "natural" link between Einfühlung and Eins-fühlung, has always had. In turn, Formalism developed in a similar way on the German side, only much earlier. Walzel's predecessors, the German aesthetician who followed Gottfried Semper's call for an aesthetic stylistics which sees art as an interplay of material and technique, found themselves in a position similar to that of the Formalists. Alois Riegl (who later reformed Semper's materialistic aesthetics) wrote about the consequences of Semper's influence in Germany: 'When Semper said, 'what is important in the development of an artform is also material and technique,' the Semperians immediately thought that the art form would simply be a product of material and technique. 'Technique' quickly became the most popular slogan; it soon acquired the same meaning as 'art' and finally it was pronounced even more than the word art" (vii).

Consequently, Russian critics of Formalism (especially Bakhtin and his circle) interpreted, although with slight distortions, Semper's stylistic as a precursory movement of positivism. Medvedev wrote: "Utilitarian positivism made a sturdy nest for itself in the scholarship of the second half of the nineteenth century ... Here they relied on authority of Gottfried Semper, who characteristically defined a work of art as a mechanical product, consisting of a particular purpose, raw material, and technique" (Medvedev, Formal Method 9). The Russian Formalists and Futurists radicalized Semper's materialistic aesthetics and this is no surprise. After all, their muse was the muse technè. What René Wellek said
about the Russian Formalists' Czech counterparts and their attitude in regard to the option of "style or technology" is also true for the Futurists: their poetics was not due to a refined social environment but to the rude games of young people who have no intellectual tradition. An alternative approach to ostranenie would consist in seeing it as a means of "stylizing" the world in order to create an ironic distance between the world and its contemplator. Futurism and Formalism themselves -- in their later phases -- had at times considered this way of designing an aesthetics of ostranenie. Shklovsky, in some of his novels, represents the idea of "irony" as a device which creates a distance between reader and narrator (man and the world), and he does so by basing his aesthetics on the device of ostranenie. Further, in Yuri Tynianov's and Jakobson's version of Formalism the tension between synchrony and diachrony represents the main driving force of cultural evolution. This driving force is dependent upon ostranenie: any "system" must constantly be de-systemized in order to evolve. In the end, however, dynamics will not remain dynamic to the same extent as ostranenie will not remain verfremdend. Medvedev brought forward the most apt criticism of Formalism when writing: "Tynianov's dynamics remains a dynamics an und für sich, a sterile, empty, non-sensical notion" ("The Collapse" 415). The same is true for ostranenie. However, the dynamic intermediary between synchrony and diachrony is style (as style is for Charles Bally the dynamic intermediary between langue and parole). Such a dynamical concept of style was a matter neither of Futurism nor of classical Formalism, because, like all avant-garde movements, they feared that an occupation with style would throw them back into historicism. Another developer of Tynianov's idea of dynamism is Yuri Lotman. Out of Lotman's preoccupation with a "historical structure" (which is not to be mistaken for the structure of history) flows the definition of a half-contingent and half-necessary structure that resides between diachronical and synchronical aspects of human society. Lotman suggests that what he calls a "literary fact" cannot be grasped through absolute rules but only through a phenomenon which constantly creates its own rules or its own language: "The [literary] object to be created is settled in the 'present-future.' Having by chance appeared in the present because of the coincidence of circumstanc- es, it can turn out to be a source of a new lawfulness, it can create a new language (141).

Other Formalists made similar remarks by alluding to a famous phenomenon current in Russian literature which comes, by its nature, very close to stylization: skaz. The Russian word skaz is a technical term that is used in Russian literary criticism and elsewhere in order to characterize a text which an author has introduced into another text and which he presents as if it is a text not stemming from himself/herself but from an imaginary author. Through skaz, an author presents a text within another text by "rewriting" it by means of stylization and ostranenie. A successful skaz-like stylization can only take place as long as the skaz remains dynamic. Ejxenbaum refers to the metaphor of game as a principal means for the preservation of the dynamic power of skaz. In "How Gogol's Overcoat is Made" he writes about Gogol's use of the skaz: "The real dynamics, and even through this also the composi- tion of his works, consists of the construction of skaz, this means of the play of language" (412). Victor Vinogradov has shown that this play of language can, in fact, be considered as an act of stylization. In "Skaz in Stylistics" he examines Futurist linguistic "deformations" by means of which Futurist poets tried to create their "new language" and decides to call these acts of stylization an "aesthetic game:" "A movement of word lines which are not held by a logical leading line, which contains jumps and cuts, boring repetitions of the same words, constant slips of the tongue and defective formations imitating various forms of destruction of speech functions -- all this is used as a material for an aesthetic game" (198). Stylization creates a new, "strange" language but not by simply forcing the code of ostranenie onto the "normal," already existing, language. On the contrary, the process of stylization and ostranenie is as dynamic as a game. Vinogradov shows this by analyzing the phenomenon of skaz. A written text can be transformed into skaz by letting it "represent" oral speech. This is done by means of ostranenie. However, ostranenie should not simply mean to force the code of oral speech onto the written text. On the contrary, the result of the ostranenie is neither "oral speech" nor "written speech" but skaz which is something completely new: "Oral, living, speech is there, where there is no skaz; but where skaz is obvious one can sometimes find unusually few specific elements of oral speech" (176). In skaz, which represents oral speech, there is no real presence of oral speech. Rather, the stylizing effect of ostranenie lets elements of "oral speech" shine through as a kind of "absent structure."

In conclusion, in Formalism the text is "made strange" through the device of ostranenie and stylization. Lotman and Uspensky complicate this conception by presuming the existence of a "trace" which appears as a result of stylization and which represents the author's silent voice speaking through the device of stylization. Here the result of ostranenie is not the creation of an absolutely strange language of technological devices; on the contrary, the entfremdete language is produced or
"written," in spite of its transformation through the ostranenie, by an einfühlsende author who leaves his "trace" in the text. Einfühlung is here not simply transformed into abstraction but both Einfühlung and abstraction are included in an alternative that is called ostranenie. The world that had been lost has been retrieved. However, the object of man's the individual's knowledge which also determines his/her most fundamental conceptions and even the structures of his thought has been retrieved not in the form of a presence but as a trace or some other kind of elusive structure which is neither abstract nor empirical-concrete. The closed circular system leading from Einfühlung to abstraction has been fractured and the perception of the world is dynamic.
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